
I used to be an atheist, but THIS sub started my journey to
being a Christian.

I understand if you don’t agree with me. I will completely understand and would never judge
someone else for their religious decisions.

Whatever works for someone else, works for them. And it’s none of my business.

I’m just sharing my point of view in case anyone finds it interesting..

So I was never religious. Always thought it was a load of shit. Would actually argue with my
girlfriend and mother about how ignorant and stupid they are to believe in the imaginary man in
the sky.

One day I found this sub by accident, and I noticed a post.

A post about the testimony of a prostitute who worked for the Elite. This took me down into
months and months of researching and reading. Reading about child sacrifices, the Elites hidden
lives of drugs and societal destruction.

I absolutely believe that this world is run by Satanist from behind the curtain, who has convinced
the world that belief in God translates to ignorance and idiocy.

I believe that the Queen of England has sacrificed children in the name of the Devil. And I
believe that the Elite rapes children, and pushes casual abortion as a massive slap in the face to
God.

Children are trafficked. Porn is brainwashing the psychology of men and young teens.
Transgenderism and homosexuality is pushed to kids to completely create a society of ungodly
behavior.

All disguised as freedom of expression, and the creation of a Godless society.

And the strange thing about all of this? The Bible predicted this for the end times.

An amazing quote I remember reading - “The greatest trick the devil ever played was convincing
the world he doesn’t exist”.

That way he can keep on doing what he is doing from behind the scenes. Through music. Films.
Society and beliefs.

Also fuck Trump. That man is intended to be the personification of a “stupid Christian”, pushing
people further away from the religion. He knows what he is doing. He acts like a fool on
purpose.



Hillary and Trump have sat at the same table and drank from the same cup of blood. Because it’s
all part of a greater game, exactly predicted in then Bible...

Then again, this is purely my own belief.

level 1
jiohdi1960
4 points · 4 hours ago

even if everything you say above were true of the elites, how does that point to christianity as the
true religion?

level 1
rodental
3 points · 14 hours ago

Religion is mental illness. I'm sorry to hear that you couldn't handle the truth and turned to that
nonsense.

level 2
JesusIsForPretend
6 points · 14 hours ago

Simple ideas for simple minds.

level 3
rodental
7 points · 13 hours ago

I wouldn't call religion simple necessarily, you have to do a lot of mental acrobatics to believe in
such ridiculous things.

level 3
Comment deleted by user14 hours ago
level 4
PerineumPowerPunch
-2 points · 13 hours ago

That's a very Christian thing of you to say. Are you a Catholic by any chance?

level 2
Comment removed by moderator13 hours ago
level 3
rodental
2 points · 13 hours ago
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No, religion is a form of contagious mental illness.

level 2
Politcally_Motivated
0 points · 12 hours ago

implying hell isn't real and we are already here.

level 1
bmc52
2 points · 7 hours ago

Lol

level 1
PerineumPowerPunch
0 points · 15 hours ago · edited 10 hours ago

.......And as a Christian you still buy and use Cocaine knowing the pain and suffering caused by
its production and sale by some of the most powerful and deadly drug cartels has on the people
of places like Mexico and the families around the world. That's not very Jesus Christ of you, now
is it. May the lord save your nostrils. hallelujah baby, hallelujah. Give me that white
powder\\_____________ 

Edit: looks like I was wrong. Christian love snorting Mexican nose candy and don't give a shit
about the murder and torture that comes with it.

level 2
Ilikekennyvsspenny
4 points · 15 hours ago · edited 15 hours ago

Haha, sorry man, I know what you are trying to do, but attempting to discredit my beliefs
because I’ve done cocaine is not really going to affect me.

I don’t live a life close to what my Bible says I should. I make tons of mistakes, and not once did
I claim otherwise.

level 3
Spezkilled_A_Swartz
-1 points · 14 hours ago

Don’t bother with him. Jesus hung out with those unhappy with life and showed them the way.
We’ve all done things that are bad, we are all sinners. We all transgressed but a sinless man put
to death, broke the gates of hell wide open and freed us from death.
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In other words, the moment you believed in Jesus being the Son of God and laying down his life
you were saved. Now, all you need to do is have faith in him and a relationship with him daily.
Be thankful, be loving and ask for forgiveness daily.

level 4
JesusIsForPretend
2 points · 14 hours ago

All it takes to be saved is some arbitrary belief in a guy who lived in the Middle East a long time
ago? Well, Cool. If heaven is filled with prideful people like you I'd rather chill in hell with the
reasonable folk. Have fun with your mistranslated propaganda though!!

level 5
Spezkilled_A_Swartz
0 points · 11 hours ago

Thank you. For full filling his words.

1 John 2:22-23 Who is the liar but the one who denies that Jesus is the Christ? This is the
antichrist, the one who denies the Father and the Son. Whoever denies the Son does not have the
Father; the one who confesses the Son has the Father also

Keep denying so harshly and seeking me out because, you’re denial is proof.

level 6
GoldNovaNine
1 point · 1 hour ago

Hell is filled with the the religious.

level 4
PerineumPowerPunch
-1 points · 14 hours ago

Did Jesus also buy and snort cocaine, knowing that the cartels that produce and sell the white
powder of the gods, murder and torture thousands of people a year!

Save me Jesus!!! Hallelujah baby       

level 5
Spezkilled_A_Swartz
2 points · 11 hours ago

No he delivered people from self hatred and pity and from mockers who not what they do.

level 6
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PerineumPowerPunch
2 points · 11 hours ago

Cool story. I love middle eastern fairytales 

level 7
Spezkilled_A_Swartz
-1 points · 11 hours ago

That’s why native Americans had similar stories, but keep believing the lies.

level 8
PerineumPowerPunch
5 points · 10 hours ago

Almost every civilisation before the invention of Christ had similar stories. The middle eastern
arabs that wrote the bible just copied them from previous stories.

level 9
Spezkilled_A_Swartz
-1 points · 9 hours ago

Yes, it’s called the tower of Babylon, once it feel God mixed up the languages

level 10
PerineumPowerPunch
2 points · 9 hours ago

No, it's called copying myths and fairytales from previous religions and civilisations.

Continue this thread 
level 10
beardslap
2 points · 4 hours ago

And why did god tear down the tower? People were working together to accomplish something,
god couldn’t handle that.

1 Now the whole world had one language and a common speech. 2 As people moved eastward,
they found a plain in Shinar and settled there. 3 They said to each other, “Come, let’s make
bricks and bake them thoroughly.” They used brick instead of stone, and tar for mortar. 4 Then
they said, “Come, let us build ourselves a city, with a tower that reaches to the heavens, so that
we may make a name for ourselves; otherwise we will be scattered over the face of the whole
earth.” 5 But the LORD came down to see the city and the tower the people were building. 6 The
LORD said, “If as one people speaking the same language they have begun to do this, then
nothing they plan to do will be impossible for them. 7 Come, let us go down and confuse their
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language so they will not understand each other.” 8 So the LORD scattered them from there over
all the earth, and they stopped building the city. 9 That is why it was called Babel —because
there the LORD confused the language of the whole world. From there the LORD scattered them
over the face of the whole earth.

level 3
take-no-part
0 points · 13 hours ago

OP, he has a good point. That's not the kind of lifestyle you should be supporting and pursuing as
a Christian. If you have been born again and indwelt by the living Spirit of God, you should have
a new desire to turn away from sin and to honour God in a way that you didn't before. It's not
automatic or immediate, but it has to happen, otherwise that is evidence of a false conversion.
Don't be a hypocrite, there's enough of them out there (rest assured, I sometimes have to remind
myself of that too). You will stumble and fall, and you will fail, but that should be the exception,
not the rule.

I will mention that I have a similar story; I believe God used conspiracies to open my eyes, turn
my world upside down, and lead me to Christ. Please read the scriptures below. God bless you.

And you were dead in the trespasses and sins in which you once walked, following the course of
this world, following the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that is now at work in the sons
of disobedience— among whom we all once lived in the passions of our flesh, carrying out the
desires of the body and the mind, and were by nature children of wrath, like the rest of mankind.
But God, being rich in mercy, because of the great love with which he loved us, even when we
were dead in our trespasses, made us alive together with Christ—by grace you have been
saved— and raised us up with him and seated us with him in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus,
so that in the coming ages he might show the immeasurable riches of his grace in kindness
toward us in Christ Jesus. For by grace you have been saved through faith. And this is not your
own doing; it is the gift of God, not a result of works, so that no one may boast. For we are his
workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand, that we
should walk in them. - Ephesians 2:1-10

May grace and peace be multiplied to you in the knowledge of God and of Jesus our Lord. His
divine power has granted to us all things that pertain to life and godliness, through the
knowledge of him who called us to his own glory and excellence, by which he has granted to us
his precious and very great promises, so that through them you may become partakers of the
divine nature, having escaped from the corruption that is in the world because of sinful desire.
For this very reason, make every effort to supplement your faith with virtue, and virtue with
knowledge, and knowledge with self-control, and self-control with steadfastness, and
steadfastness with godliness, and godliness with brotherly affection, and brotherly affection with
love. For if these qualities are yours and are increasing, they keep you from being ineffective or
unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. For whoever lacks these qualities is so
nearsighted that he is blind, having forgotten that he was cleansed from his former sins.
Therefore, brothers, be all the more diligent to confirm your calling and election, for if you
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practice these qualities you will never fall. For in this way there will be richly provided for you
an entrance into the eternal kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. - 2 Peter 1:2-11

level 3
gatorquake
-1 points · 12 hours ago

yes. the lord loves all his children. he doesnt withhold his love because we sin. there will never
be a time where the lord does not love you. he made you from himself. it is not possible for the
lord to forsake you. the lord loves all sinners. that is the whole point. he died for our sins. he died
so that we may live in sin. he loves all of us. that's the whole point.

always remember this, brother/sister in christ: all biological humans are the lord's children
whether they believe in god or not. he had you in his hand before you ever acknowledged the
truth of his existence. he loved you even when you doubted him, and that is the power of the
lord. he knows we arent perfect, yet still loves us. he tries to teach us how to treat one another,
by setting the example.

you can't cast a spell on a christian. you have to make the christian cast a spell on themselves.
god's hand is strong and protects you from those who seek to hurt you undoubtedly, but god cant
make your decisions for you. 18:86 reminds us that the way you choose to live your life is the
key factor of your happiness and contentedness.

all around you there are people trying to make you cast a spell on yourself. do these drugs! drink
this alcohol! drink this soda! get this vaccine! YOU will never be harmed by these wicked ideas
if you CHOOSE not to expose yourself to them! and that is the truth. that is the power of the
lord.

god bless you & continue to enlighten yourself. much love.

level 4
beardslap
1 point · 4 hours ago

Did god love ‘his children’ when he drowned them all in a flood?

level 4
take-no-part
-1 points · 12 hours ago

he died so that we may live in sin

This is a lie! He died to save us from sin, so that we would no longer live in sin but live in a
pursuit of holiness.

all biological humans are the lord's children whether they believe in god or not
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This is a lie! His creatures yes, his children no.

Source for both: countless passages in the Bible (see two that I posted below for starters).

level 5
gatorquake
-1 points · 10 hours ago

i do not believe all the words of the bible. call me crazy. a book does not define MY religion.

level 6
take-no-part
1 point · 10 hours ago

Craziness is thinking that YOU can somehow define and design your own religion. The Word of
God has infinitely more authority than your own thoughts. The Bible says our own hearts are
deceitful and desperately wicked. Don't talk about the Lord, Christ, and sin unless you have the
truth from God himself, not your own mind. That being said, I agree with some of your post, but
it seems that you have not received the true gospel and submitted to God's Word.

level 3
PerineumPowerPunch
-1 points · 14 hours ago

Hallelujah baby. Preach the word!!! You are on the road to becoming a standard Christian. You
are already a hypocrite, so nearly there, I see   

I’ve done cocaine is really not going to affect me

Yes, yes, YES!! Lawd of mercy, I love that sentence! Basically saying that cocaine doesn’t
affect you so fuck the thousands of people murdered a year by drug cartels!!

Beautiful sentence. Did Jesus help you to write that?

Bible quotes and white lines, baby   __________\\______ 

level 2
AutoModerator
+
0 points · 15 hours ago

While not required, you are requested to use the NP (No Participation) domain of reddit when
crossposting. This helps to protect both your account, and the accounts of other users, from
administrative shadowbans. The NP domain can be accessed by replacing the "www" in your
reddit link with "np".
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I am a bot, and this action was performed automatically. Please contact the moderators of this
subreddit if you have any questions or concerns.

level 1
Spezkilled_A_Swartz
0 points · 15 hours ago

Welcome, it’s a lonely road but it’s the only road. You still have a long journey ahead of you.
But like Matthew says seek and you shall find, ask and you shall receive and knock and you
shall enter. If you want some more information I’ll gladly provide you with some.

level 1
nordicpiper
0 points · 15 hours ago

I really don't know about an elite class of evil. But the bible does say that Satan has temporary
dominion over the earth until Jesus return. That is why there is so much evil in this world. I wish
you luck in your journey.

level 2
JesusIsForPretend
1 point · 14 hours ago

Jesus is for pretend.

level 1
KankelsMcGee
1 point · 14 hours ago

I'm glad you found Christ. Keep trying brother. Don't let people here get you down.

level 1
HickoryFreon
2 points · 10 hours ago

I hear you man. I used to be pretty hardcore atheist, but now it’s hard for me to deny that
objective good and evil do in fact exist.

level 1
khakisznUM
-3 points · 14 hours ago

I’m glad you found your way man and remember don’t worry about other people’s opinions,
Jesus said the road is narrow and many will be deceived. The Bible will play out and soon. God
bless.
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level 2
GoldNovaNine
0 points · 1 hour ago

You apocalypse types are the worst.

level 2
GoldStar99
0 points · 1 hour ago

You apocalypse types are the worst.

level 1
sackajahweeda
-3 points · 13 hours ago

The first gulp from the glass of natural sciences will turn you into an atheist, but at the bottom of
the glass God is waiting for you.

Some say this is a Heisenberg quote and some say ts not but I think its pretty amazing all the
same. It explains my college journey pretty much to a T!

level 2
HickoryFreon
0 points · 10 hours ago

Great quote actually.

level 1
Phukinitupagain
0 points · 13 hours ago

Your awakening could not have happened at a better time my friend. Isnt it amazing how
everything suddenly clicks and makes sense when you see the obvious?

The spirit of the evil one is at work in those who chose evil over good. The spirit of the evil one
is in many of the posters here, evident by the ignorant posts (and usernames) in this thread.
Maybe they will come around, maybe they wont. Either way...keep spreading the word of the
Lord.
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Remember: it is human nature to sin. You will whether you intend to or not. Your forgiveness
from sin comes from your belief in Jesus Christ. Spread the message of hope far and wide. Cast a
large net and do not worry about criticism from those who are still asleep.

level 1
Ireceiveeverything
-5 points · 15 hours ago(4 children)
level 1
whenipeeithurts
-3 points · 12 hours ago

The same thing happened to me. 2016 I went from nihilist agnostic to Christian. Now you got to
study out the Bible version issue. The King James Bible is the only real bible today. Don't read
any other version. Also get a firm understanding of Biblical dispensations so you can avoid all
the false teachings. This one teaching alone will help you sift though so many liars.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GI4CteEFxOk

Christ Jesus is literally the truth and because of that there are spiritual gatekeepers at every turn
calling themselves Christians. Stick to King James Version only (not new here is example:
http://www.av1611.org/nkjv.html) and learn Biblical dispensations.

level 2
Interplanetary_Hope
4 points · 12 hours ago

Why do you think the KJV is the only correct version, while most biblical scholars consider it
one of the poorest translation?

level 3
ImmortalMaera
1 point · 10 hours ago

Translating through many different languages can wash down the original words. It's like the
game of 'Telephone'. People want exactly the closest in translation as they can get as to not alter
any of the words, or intended meanings. The King James version is pretty much the most widely
accepted, and one of the oldest English translations from the original writings of Greek, Hebrew,
and Aramaic.

level 3
whenipeeithurts
1 point · 9 hours ago
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It's a massive issue that you have to dig into for yourself. I'd say the fact that those who have
gone through worldly institutions all think it's the worst is a reason to take a close look. Here is
one example of just comparing the KJV to the NKJV.

http://www.av1611.org/nkjv.html

I recommend anything by Dr. Gene Kim on the issue:

https://www.youtube.com/user/bbcienglish/search?query=KJV+only

level 1
TheCIASellsDrugs
0 points · 10 hours ago

You might like Bill Cooper's expose on Mystery Babylon.

level 1
RONIN2044
0 points · 9 hours ago

Just don’t fall for the lies of the false apostle Paul.

level 1
macronius
-6 points · 15 hours ago(4 children)
level 1
elcapitanslow
-1 points · 9 hours ago

Check out the Bible Broadcasting Network

https://bbn1.bbnradio.org/english/

They have a lot of great free resources, you can even chat with them if you have questions.

level 1
macronius
-3 points · 15 hours ago · edited 14 hours ago

How do the god(s) speak? Not like humans--they are not convinced by words, they do not speak
to themselves, truth does not speak a human-like language nor have a human-like mind. Truth is
what cannot be spoken in human terms or via human thought. Truth does not convince with logic
or emotion, truth is simply the ultimate justice and defense of itself. That which is perfectly true
is perfectly immune from anything outside or contrary to truth: which is total knowledge, total
information, the totality of everything that is or can be or must never be. As such it is the
convergence of all of reality in one self-knowing point that is simultaneously everywhere.
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level 1
GoldNovaNine
0 points · 1 hour ago

A true Christian helps people, they feed the homeless, accept refugees, read to kids, donate their
time to nursing homes and accept all people.

If your new ideals of faith only push biblical hate and fanatical doctorine, you are not a true
Christian.

Only a brainwashed zealot.

level 1
Grett412
Score hidden · 30 minutes ago

Yeah because someone having x-men like super powers without credible evidence is totally
believable.

level 1
macronius
-3 points · 15 hours ago

How little you know, Regina Britannia Fidei defensatrix.
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	I used to be an atheist, but THIS sub started my journey to being a Christian.

